John (Jack) R. Venrick

From:  "Jack Venrick" <jacksranch@skynetbb.com>
Sent:  Sunday, February 22, 2009 10:50 PM
Attach:  Fw__Putin warns US to eschew socialism.eml; CAFR1 - TRF (Tax Retirement Fund) Report + Economy overview_eml; Fw__How much _NO PORK_ is your state getting_eml; Will President Obama's $3 trillion spending proposals turn the economy around or simply make a bad situation even worse_eml; Is the gloss wearing off_eml; Update from Solar ~ Feb 18, 2009.eml; Stimulus has Passed. Now What_eml; __.hell, there could be even riots_eml; State's Rights being Demanded across the USA (pass it right along).eml; State's Rights being Demanded across the USA (pass it right along).eml; New foreclosure defense_Prove I owe you.eml; The inmates are running the asylum.eml; The inmates are running the asylum.eml; WashingtoncafiFinancial.pdf, Re State's Rights being Demanded across the USA (pass it right along) - III.eml; CoastZone - Economic Downturn.eml
Subject:  Washington State Senator Patty Murray Right Hand Takes a Billion Dollar Handoutill to FURTHER ENSLAVE State While Left Hand Stares an Income Tax

Dear Senator Patty Murray:

You are further enslaving this State and the sovereign state Citizens. You are binding yourself and all of us by taking more bribes from the Bankers, and Political Brokers. Grants and bailouts only ensure the escalation of a cascade of conditional tyranny throughout the State.

You cannot stimulate anyone or anything creating more debt except to bailout the central international bankers. You are undermining the sovereignty of the State by entering into dirty financial adhesion contracts with the big banks and D.C. INC.
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If you truly wanted to help the people instead of your employers, i.e. the power brokers, you would make your State totally independent.

**Sovereign states would follow and enforce the founding and fundamental laws of the land by:**

1. Eliminating ALL the unconstitutional taxes upon the natural born,
2. Capping unnecessary usurious interest rates to 1% maximum upon the natural born for all private property loans,
3. Reinstating allodial and land patent titles on all the natural born private property so no one would loose their castle.
4. Ending the green siege of GMA, Sustaining Development, Smart Growth, CAO and other restrictions on private property
   o which add a couple hundred thousand dollars of needless expense to further cripple the property owner

**These acts alone would reduce the cost of private property over the life of the owner by at least a half million $**.

It is the natural born who need relief **NOT big government and NOT the central banks**.

Big government, big political parties and big banks are the problem NOT the solution. You are enabling the state not helping it.

"Never a lender nor borrower be".

We do NOT need temporary cuts, reductions or "stimulus" or a larger welfare nanny state.

**The natural born state sovereign and free Citizens must have ALL unconstitutional government taxes, usurious banking interest and green extreme regulations eliminated PERMANENTLY.**

Plus all state, county and city governments need to use **only legitimate sources** of government revenue, i.e. indirect business  
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tax, customs import tax and the sale and lease of state land.

The $68 billion you have stashed away in your CAFR account, see above attached, belongs to the tax payers.

- It was stolen money from unconstitutional state income sources.
- These funds do NOT belong to the state or the state employees.
- States cannot steal or tax private property and then line its own pension funds from the blood spilled from private property TAKINGS and then further extort, harass and foreclose upon the victims.
- This is sheer tyranny.
- There are no founding or fundamental laws justifying any of this.
- These funds should must be confiscated and used in lieu of unconstitutional private property taxes.
- There is a budding national effort to expose this state financial unconstitutional tyranny

Also State unconstitutional excise tax misapplied upon private property home sales needs to be stopped immediately.

- An excise tax cannot be placed upon any natural born, sovereign and free state Citizens.
- An excise tax is an indirect tax that can only be applied uniformly on corporations.
- The standing high court rulings on this are being ignored by the lower courts
- plus the corrupt executive offices and corrupt legislature.
For God sake, Rome is burning and all you people can do is take more handouts and impose more fraudulent taxes.

You are ONLY fixing big government and the big banks NOT the natural born, sovereign and free.

- While you take federal bribes with one hand,
- you are working to raise more taxes in the soviet State of Washington by starting an unconstitutional and fraudulent income tax.

I look forward to the day when Grand and Trial Juries of property owners, without the corrupt bench and bar, institute hearings State wide,

- to bring all of you crooks in Olympia to trial,
- to answer for the crimes which have long been committed against this sovereign state and
- its sovereign and free state Citizens and its property owners.
- Its no wonder The Boeing Company is running away from this state

We are in a war of state and individual rights against the collectivists and you are on the wrong side. For God sake learn who are pulling your strings and using you and all the other like puppets. Try to understand America no longer has a government, there is no separation of powers, the several states are not sovereign and the sovereign state Citizens are enslaved in a municipal corporation network controlled by elite national and global brokers of the banks, bench, bar and political parties.

Here is the status on sovereign state movement copied from one of the above email attached.

What is below is a progress report from September 20, 1995 that shows the state's that had passed joint 10th Amendment Resolutions as well as those who had it in one House or the other of their Legislature. And finally those who had introduced it at the time of the report.

10TH AMENDMENT STATE SOVEREIGNTY RESOLUTION CURRENT STATUS (9/20/95) RESOLUTION PASSED General Assembly, both houses, (joint or concurrent resolutions) of:
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Colorado Hawaii Missouri
California Pennsylvania Michigan
Montana Arkansas Idaho
Indiana Alaska Kansas
Alabama Nevada Maine

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A15Dq9xOk7w&feature=channel_page

Senate & House in Illinois HR-0279, 95th General Assembly, however not as a joint resolution.

* House only in Oklahoma and Louisiana

* Senate only in Kentucky

* INTRODUCED IN:

Ohio - Rep M. Wise and Sen Drake
Minnesota - Rep Lynch & Sen Hanson
Wisconsin - Rep Porter
Connecticut - Sen Crisco, Jr. & Rep Chase
Vermont - Rep. Maslack
Arizona - Rep Groscost
Iowa - Rep Hurley & Sen Borlaug
Oregon - Sen R. Johnson
Tennessee - Rep Fowler
Texas - Rep. Talton
S. Carolina
New Jersey
Florida

Washington

Nebraska
N. Dakota

Georgia

New Mexico
Maryland

Mississippi

New Hampshire
Wyoming
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Utah
W. Virginia
New Mexico
New York
Alabama
N. Carolina
Rhode Island
Virginia

* Many of the above states’ legislative sessions had ended prior to the time of this update. Some states have two-year sessions. If the Resolution did not pass before session’s end, generally it will have to be re-introduced.

American has been taken down by corrupting the Ballot Box, our cartridge Boxes and our jury Box.

- The militia has been absorbed by the industrial military complex
- The natural born state Citizens have no protection from the tyranny of created by government
- FEMA prison camps are being built to house at least 3 million.
- 20,000 federal troops are being sent out into the once sovereign states.
- NorthCom absorbed the National Guard.
- King County is invading homes and land all over the county on trumped up green colored legal fiction

This is not unlike the shut down of freedom in America during the Lincoln administration. Ole Abe arrested thousands for criticizing the President, even on the floor of Congress. I was even threaten by the Mayor of Enumclaw and his black boots from King County PA office for telling them to back off on the illegitimate Rails to Tyranny takings in and along private property.

These are dark times in America and the word from the freedom movement is, it is going to get much worse. New Orleans home owners were arrested and cuffed in house to house searches for guns.

These are my notes for the 2-16-2009 www.coastocoastam.com show and interviews.

George Noorey of Coast To Coast AM had Representative Mat Shey on from
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Washington State discussing the sovereign state issue. States need to stop taking these "bailout" and "stimulus" bribes. You are merely signing away what little rights and independence the several states have. Rep. Dan Lipstuit was also a guest from the state of New Hampshire. More states are becoming serious jumping on the sovereignty band wagon.

Property owners are being visited frequently for uncountable nonsense cascading down from unconstitutional federal tyranny illegitimately imposed on the state.

- There is talk again by some states of session from the union.
- The several states are being threaten with physical Marshall law because the globalist controlled federal government is desperate.
- The National Security Council has taken over more functions.
- The 10 FEMA regions are becoming prison camps.
- The natural born are not just being ignored, they are being persecuted and railroaded through every color of law imaginable.

We have an illegal alien that has been unconstitutionally elected into the Whitehouse.

- The runner up was not a natural born either.
- $1 billion was spent on this orchestration of debauchery.
- The offshore bankers took $7.9 trillion from our printing presses then "gave" US back $790 billion with strings attached.

Japans economy is down the tubes. Mexico is rumored to be on the verge of collapse and their is fear this will send millions more of illegal hordes into the southern states though the porous borders.

2.2 million people risk loosing everything because of the illegitimate usurious banking credit card debt scam created by the Bankers of the American Apocalypse.

- The Four Brokers of the Apocalypse have over stepped their power long ago.
- The Bankers, Brokers of Big Government/NonGovermement, Bench and Bar are stealing our homes, land, wages, jobs,
- They are tearing our families apart and taking down our state AND individual sovereignty and all our individual unalienable rights.
- Off shore banks have hijacked US!
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The popularity of CON..gress is 11%!

- The States founded the federal limited government originally to regulate trade and commerce ONLY.
- The several states created this monster and
- They have the power to destroy it.
- The several states created a limited central government NOT this monster.
- The central government creature cannot be greater than its creator.
- 35 states could and should vote to abolish the Federal government.
- The New World Order is not so new.
- They orchestrate and use economic crisis to take over countries.
- This is what happen to America during the Great Depression in 1929.
- The takings are done by stealth.
- IMF knows globalism destroys economies and then the banks step in and buy everything up.

The so called weasel worded Patriot Act needs to be rescinded. Many federal laws violate the 10th Amendment. Near all Washington State legislation violates all the unalienable rights of their sovereign natural born as well as the founding and fundamental laws of the land. All the while CON..gress is threaten with Marshall Law by the insane federal global corporation. No one was allowed to read the so call "Stimulus" Bill.

We no longer have a government in any sense of the meaning.

- We only have a tyrannical national, state, county and city municipal corporations that are NOT being run by the natural born.
- Obama and every president that has been in that office since day one, ARE PUPPETS!
- The multinationals control US! A
- Greenspan says it here, that the Federal Reserve is above the law - http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ol3mEe8TH7w.

WE MUST WAKE UP TO THESE HARD TRUTHS. It is time to throw off this dead body called American government and cremate it.

- The several states must stand up together or surely their sovereignty and the
natural born will die together.
- The states must reconstitute themselves and
- Allow their own natural born to declare again their total and absolute sovereignty and freedom from any form of government takings
- Including all forms of forced and unconstitutional taxes, land use controls, diluted titles and usurious interest rates.

The great American system is rigged from the top to bottom. No one is free when they are indebted to death with illegitimate taxes, interest, green extreme and diluted titles which are used to enslave into poverty.

You are trying to resuscitate a corpse.
- The Union is long gone, get out while you can!
- The Feds and their global brokers are on a fast tract to eliminate all the several state sovereignty
- As well as the rights of their sovereign and free state Citizens.
- The Fed has long ago sold out to the Bankers and bankrupted this country.
- 9.7 trillion $ has been printed to offshore banks to loan back to us at interest.

Sincerely,

Jack Venrick
Enumclaw, Washington
www.freedomforallseasons.org

"Truth is stranger than fiction,
but it is because fiction is obliged
to stick to possibilities; truth isn't."
Mark Twain

----- Original Message ----- 
From: Patty Murray
To: jacksranch@skynetbb.com
Sent: Friday, February 20, 2009 10:40 AM
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Economic Recovery Bill Includes Billions to Help Get our State Working Again

February 20, 2009

Last Friday, I voted to help pass an Economic Recovery Package that includes over $6.7 billion in funding for Washington state priorities, billions in tax cuts for Washington workers and families, and additional funding for our state through federal grant funding. The funding in this bill will help give our economy the jolt it needs, create jobs, and put money back into the pockets of workers in our state.

The bill passed on Friday will not turn things around overnight nor is it the only step needed to fix our badly broken economy. However, it does invest in proven ways to get workers back on the job and our economy back on track. It will take steps to help fix our crumbling roads, rebuild our aging energy grid, relieve state budget woes, and give working families more of their paycheck. It will also make some of the long-term investments we need to help our state and country compete in a global economy.

For many families in our state there are still very tough times ahead. We have not seen the last of layoffs and many families will continue to struggle to make ends meet. However, this bill ensures that there is help on the way.

Listen to a speech I delivered on the Senate Floor urging the Senate to pass the Economic Recovery and Reinvestment Act.

"Sen. Patty Murray lauds passage of recovery bill" – Associated Press

The following is a list of some of the investments, tax cuts and grant programs that will benefit Washington state in the bill: (All figures are for Washington state unless otherwise noted.)

**TAX CUTS**

**INCOME TAX CUT:** Includes income tax cut of up to $800 for Washington workers and their families. This means that shortly after this bill is enacted over 2.4 million Washington state workers will begin to see a tax cut in their paychecks. Workers would begin to see this tax cut in their paychecks roughly 90 days after enactment of the bill. Workers would receive the full value of the cut after a full year.

**AMT:** Includes protection for working families across the state from the Alternative Minimum Tax, representing thousands of dollars in additional income taxes. According to the Congressional Research Service, 348,000 Washingtonians would be protected from the Alternative Minimum Tax in 2009.
FIRST-TIME HOME BUYER TAX CREDIT: This bill includes an $8,000 tax credit for first-time homebuyers who purchase their homes between January 1st and December 1st, 2009. Under the provision, first-time buyers would not be required to pay the government back for this credit. The credit is available for buyers with an adjusted gross income of up to $75,000 ($150,000 in the case of a joint return).

SALES TAX DEDUCTION FOR VEHICLE PURCHASES: The bill provides most taxpayers with a deduction for State and local sales and excise taxes paid on the purchase of new cars, light truck, recreational vehicles, and motorcycles through 2009.

TRANSPORTATION

HIGHWAYS: Includes nearly $500 million to improve Washington state roads, highways, and bridges and create jobs. Also includes $1.5 billion for nationwide competitive grant program for projects of major national or regional importance.

TRANSIT: Includes nearly $180 million in new transit funding for Washington state to keep residents moving and create jobs.

FERRIES: Includes a $50 million nationwide grant program to fund ferry and ferry terminal upgrades.

SMALL SHIPYARDS: Includes a $100 million nationwide grant program to improve small shipyards, create jobs and ensure that our shipyards have the tools to compete in the global economy.

HELPING THOSE HURT BY RECESSION

UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE: Will give an additional $100 per month in unemployment insurance benefits for unemployed workers in Washington. Will provide extended unemployment benefits to many more laid-off workers. Unemployment will be extended for a total of 33 weeks.

WORKER TRAINING: Includes more than $66 million to train unemployed Washington state workers and get them the skills needed to embark on new careers.

ONE-TIME PAYMENT: This bill will provide a one-time payment of $250 to Washington state Social Security beneficiaries, veterans receiving pensions, and low-income people receiving Supplemental Security Income payments.

AFFORDABLE HOUSING: The bill includes over $100 million to prevent homelessness, and create and preserve affordable housing for Washington’s most vulnerable families.

FOODSTAMPS: Will provide $380 million in additional support for struggling Washington state families to afford food. This is an immediate stimulus for our economy and moral obligation in these difficult times.

COBRA: The bill includes $21 billion nationwide to help many laid-off workers keep their health insurance under the COBRA program. The funding would allow laid off workers to continue to receive health insurance from their previous employer but would make that care affordable by providing a 60% subsidy for COBRA premiums for up to 9 months.

WASHINGTON STATE VICTORIES

HANFORD: Includes $6 billion for Environmental Management (EM) nationwide. Historically, Hanford Nuclear Reservation receives a significant portion of EM funding. This funding would help save or create jobs at Hanford, would accelerate cleanup efforts, and would save taxpayers millions in future cleanup costs. Estimates are that Hanford would receive nearly $2 billion in funding.
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BPA: Includes $3.25 billion in additional borrowing authority so that the Bonneville Power Administration (BPA) can modernize the region's power grid and bring alternative energy sources online. BPA is the largest marketer of wholesale electricity in the Pacific Northwest. This funding will mean that BPA can improve their aging transmission lines so that new sources of energy can be made available to customers and new green jobs can be created throughout the state.

MEDICAID: The bill includes $2.06 billion for Washington state to ease the burden of rising Medicaid costs. This payment will help Washington state sustain Medicaid help to families—at a time when they need it most—and it will help the state during a time of strained budgets and decreased revenue.

EDUCATION

STATE STABILIZATION FUND: This bill includes $812 million for Washington state from the State Stabilization Fund. Most of this funding will go directly to the state to be used for education priorities. These funds will help the state avoid cutbacks and protect against job cuts. Gov. Gregoire has also discussed using these funds for reducing class sizes and ensuring that districts with low property values get their fair share of education funding. Portions of this funding will be used by the state for bonus grants to districts that meet key performance measures. An additional portion will be allotted to the state to be used at their discretion for any public service needs.

EDUCATION TECHNOLOGY: The bill includes over $13.1 million for Washington state in the Education Technology funding to purchase up-to-date classroom computers and software, and to provide professional development to ensure the technology is used effectively in the classroom.

SPECIAL EDUCATION: The bill includes over $220 million in special education grant funding to Washington to help local school districts fund educational services for those with disabilities. This funding will help prevent these rising mandatory state costs from forcing the state to cut other areas of education.

HELPING DISADVANTAGED CHILDREN: The bill includes over $176 million to help disadvantaged students in Washington state reach high academic standards and to ensure that in this period of tight state and local budgets we continue to serve these children.

MAKING COLLEGE AFFORDABLE: This bill increases the higher education tax credit for Washington state students to a maximum of $2,500 a year and will allow more low-income students in our state to qualify. This bill will also increase Pell Grants by $500 for eligible students in our state.

HEAD START AND EARLY CHILDHOOD GRANTS: This bill contains over $33 million in child care funding and $10.5 million for Head Start and Early Head Start for Washington state. These funds will help more Washingtonians access critical child care, pre-school, and family support services, allowing parents to work and provide their children with the tools needed to succeed.

ENERGY/ENVIRONMENT/WATER PROGRAMS

STATE ENERGY PROGRAM: This bill includes over $60 million for Washington state to address their energy priorities, including the expansion of emerging renewable energy and energy efficiency technologies.

WEATHERIZATION: Includes $60.7 million to help weatherize homes and businesses throughout our state, creating jobs, lowering energy bills, and reducing our dependence on foreign oil.

WATER RESOURCE NEEDS: Washington state will receive $42.1 million through Drinking Water State Revolving Fund to address the backlog of drinking water infrastructure needs and $69.2 million through the Clean Water State Revolving Fund to address the backlog of clean water infrastructure needs.
HEALTH CARE

HEALTH/IT: Will provide $19 billion nationwide to accelerate adoption of Health Information Technology systems by doctors and hospitals in order to save money, reduce medical errors and improve overall health care quality. Health IT systems will save billions through cutting waste and eliminating the need to repeat medical tests.

NIH: This bill includes $10 billion nationwide for NIH-funded research at research facilities through the country as well as construction of new facilities. This will mean more high-paying research jobs. The money will enhance U. S. competitiveness in science and technology and provide funding for the training and hiring of new scientists. Investments in research will yield new drugs and technologies that will stimulate the U.S. economy. Every dollar invested in medical research can save money in health care costs and economic productivity.

LAW ENFORCEMENT/FIREFIGHTERS

LAW ENFORCEMENT: Will provide Washington state with over $36 million for Byrne Justice Assistance Grants to support state and local law enforcement crime-fighting efforts. Will also include $1 billion nationwide for COPS grants that will help communities avoid laying off police officers throughout our state.

FIREFIGHTERS: Includes language that will allow Washington communities to take advantage of SAFER firefighter hiring grants without having to provide a local match. This will allow more communities to be able to afford to create stable, family-wage firefighting positions. It will also ensure that that firefighters and the safety of our communities don’t fall victim to state and local budget cuts. The bill also includes $210 million nationwide for competitive grants to modify, upgrade or construct fire stations.

VETERANS

VA MEDICAL FACILITIES: Includes $1 billion for upgrades and renovations to VA medical facilities nationwide to ensure the VA can continue to provide quality medical care. This funding will be distributed to regions throughout the country and will then be given to facilities based on need. It will also create construction jobs. Washington state facilities are expected to receive a portion of the funding.

Additional funding in the bill:
- $150 million to VA extended care facilities
- $150 million for hiring additional benefit claims processors to reduce wait times

ADDITIONAL INFO/ACCOUNTABILITY

- There are no earmarks in this bill
- Much of the formula funding in this bill is distributed to existing programs with proven track records of success and promoting financial stability.
- President Obama will be establishing a website - recovery.gov - that will track how recovery funding is spent.

The programs and funding above include some of the highlights of the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act. It is not a complete listing of all the programs included in the legislation.

TO COMMENT: Please send an email to: http://murray.senate.gov/email
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TO: SUBSCRIBE or UNSUBSCRIBE

DISTRIBUTION PROBLEMS: webmaster@murray.senate.gov
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